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"The Revolution in College Educational Methods in Ame -

lea." The different proyeets, such as the "experimental
college" of Alexander Meiklejohn at Wisconsin, the "hon.'
its amuses" at Suarthmore, and many others, rli porn
to three definite objecti,es, accouling to the dean

The first is the recognition of the students as a part-
no, north the professor, in the educational process The
second Is the recognition of depra tmental divisions in
learning as artificial, and the substitution of larger units
of study for depaitmentalixed knouledge. Finally, lie
says, that the movement has resulted in the recognition of ,
the fact that education in dernociatie Ammo does not!necessarily mean a common loci of effort for all students
but, lather, elicit at his nun level for each student
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present-day college teaching lenaissance," says one wilt- I

"are student initiative, self-dependence and expression,l
participation, .cooperation
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In education, them is no true demociacy. "Free and'
equal" clues not mean that every student can prom ens as
inpully us his fellow Dining this, the thud ma in edu-1
cation, this age-ula fallacy may be Woken down. fly su-,

',comet' personal study, the Individual can travel the road
townrd culture Os fast in, his natinal legs will carry him.l
No slower-witted fellow student will be hanging on his
coat tail. By the new methods both will be better satin-1
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